9/21/2015 CKS Newsletter

The Center for Korean Studies will be participating in and sponsoring several events over the next few weeks and we are excited to introduce a few of these event to you in this edition of the CKS newsletter. First off, TOMORROW is the UCLA Enormous Activities Fair where CKS will be one of the 500 groups present, welcoming new and continuing students to our campus. CKS will be giving away some goodies, so please be sure to stop by to pick up some information on our Center’s upcoming programs and events.

For live updates on our Center, Korean current events, CKS events, in addition to funding opportunities and academic conferences, be sure to like our Facebook Page. Like our CKS Facebook page for a chance to win a CKS tumbler! Find out more on our Facebook Page!

CKS Announcements

Enormous Activities Fair
Tuesday, 9/22/2015
11:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Humanities Welcome
Tuesday, 9/22/2015
2:00 PM
1100 Schoenberg Music

Kim Jung Un’s North Korea
Tuesday, 10/27/2015
Presented by Prof.
### Royce Quad, UCLA

Find us in the Royce Quad to get the latest updates on Fellowship and Study Abroad opportunities! Come meet every club, organization, Greek life, and a plethora of academic factions of UCLA - and freebies!

### Building UCLA

The program includes an introduction from the Dean of Humanities, two faculty members discussing their research, and a Q&A panel with alumni, facilitated by the Dean. Reception to follow.

### Andrei Lankov

Learn about the young leader, the situations and demands being placed on him, and his decisive path that diverges from that of his father. All of this and more will be touched as we discuss North Korea’s Kim Jong Un.

### Funding Opportunity

**Blakemore Freeman Fellowships for Advanced Asian Language Study**

**Application Deadline:** 12/30/2015

Grants for college graduates, graduate students and working professionals for an academic year of advanced language study of Asian Languages.

### Essay Contest

**Deadline:** September 30, 2015

The Donghwa East Meets West Essay Competition gives young students from a wide variety of upbringings a chance to address their own cultural experiences and conflicts in the form of a personal essay.

### Resources

**Online Archive Korean Christianity**

**MinorityPostdoc.org**

Diversity postdoctoral

**NK News.org**

A comprehensive North Korea related information -bringing together news, opinion & analysis, research tools, data, and subject specialists in one convenient place.

**Support Us**

Donate to CKS

Help us continue our
Offering primary sources of Korean Christianity, and introducing contemporary scholarship on the history of Korean Christianity.

Resources

Korea Focus

A monthly webzine, featuring commentaries and essays on Korean politics, economy, society and culture, as well as relevant international issues.

Resources

Korea Briefing

Providing background and context on sociopolitical issues currently facing the Korean peninsula.
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